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CLOSING REMARKS 



In 1960, when Robert Drew produced “Primary”, it was recognized as a breakthrough, the be-
ginning of what came to be called “Cinema Verite,” in America. “Primary” was the first film in 
which the sync sound camera moved freely with characters throughout a breaking story.

Drew, a former LIFE magazine correspondent and editor, wanted to expand LIFE’s candid still 
photography into sound and motion pictures. Before John F. Kennedy’s inauguration, Robert 
Drew screened “Primary” for him in West Palm Beach. 

“At that time I was proposing that we make a 
new kind of history of the presidency,”  
recalls Drew, “that we would see and feel all 
the things that bore on the presidency at a 
given time the expressions on faces, the mood 
of the country, the tensions in the room so 
that future presidents could look back at this 
and see and learn. And I thought Kennedy, 
who had written a history book, might agree 
that history should be recorded in a different 
way.”

“Crisis” documented the showdown between Alabama Governor George Wallace and President 
Kennedy over the integration of the  
University of Alabama.

Wallace vowed to stand in the school house door to prevent the registration of two black  
students, Vivian Malone and James Hood; Attorney General Robert Kennedy and the President 
were committed to upholding a federal court order that demanded the admission of the  
students.

In the Oval Office, the President and Robert Kennedy hammered out a strategy they hoped 
would gain admission for the two students without having to jail the governor: in a first try 
to register the students, they would allow the governor to turn them back; in a second try, the 
President would take over the Alabama National Guard. Meanwhile, five Drew teams ranged 
from the Oval Office to the Justice Department to the University of Alabama, capturing the 
human details of a drama deeply affecting the country, the civil rights movement and the presi-
dency.

“Crisis” was described by reviewer John Horn as “an unprecedented television documentary...a 
milestone in film journalism.” 

Excerpt from “THE MAKING OF THE CINEMA VERITE  
BREAKTHROUGH”  http://drewassociates.net


